
The Labyrinth is an ancient tool for prayer and meditation. It consists of a winding path that 
begins on the outside of the circle and leads to a central space, and then back out again by 
the same path. The path simply and continuously winds in and out. The path is a journey. 

MayMay your time of prayer on this journey be fruitful and refreshing your time of prayer on this journey be fruitful and refreshing.

REFLECTREFLECT…Before you enter the labyrinth, sense how you feel today – in this moment – on 
your life’s journey. Weary, content, grieving, inspired, sad, joyous…Take a moment and focus 
on your breath - notice its waves in and out - allow your breath to help bring you into this 
moment and quiet your mind.

WALK INWALK IN…Enter the labyrinth and allow yourself a moment to offer a prayer or intention, 
releasing yourself from the cares and concerns which distract us. You may walk as slowly or 
quickly as is comfortable for you. Allow your walk to the center of the Labyrinth to empty you 
of any lingering worries, “should do’s”, and burdens. When your mind begins to wander, bring 
your attention back to the steps you are taking and the path you are on.

CENTERCENTER…Sit or stand in the center - whatever is comfortable for you. Time in the center of the 
Labyrinth has been described as a time of seeking awareness of God’s presence, healing, and 
clarity. Spend as much time as you wish in the center.

WALK OUTWALK OUT…As you begin to retrace your steps on the outward path, carry with you an 
insights or blessing you have received. After leaving the Labyrinth, you may find it helpful to 
write or draw any images, sensations, or insights you experienced, or simply sit in stillness. 

Epiphany Epiphany 
LabyrinthLabyrinth
On the hill between the parking lot and 

the Worship Center.

“You will show me the path of life, “You will show me the path of life, 
fullness of joys in your presence, the fullness of joys in your presence, the 
delights at your right hand forever.”delights at your right hand forever.”  

(Psalm 16:11)


